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BREAK RITE™ CABINETS

Potter-Roemer has taken a leadership position, by eliminating the hazards associated with the
old, industry standard of single or double strength plate glass. By incorporating our patented
Break Rite™ handle, we’ve eliminated flying shards of glass, while providing a quick, easy and
safe method of breaking the glass to gain access to the cabinet contents.
Potter-Roemer will no longer provide single or double strength plate glass, in any of our
cabinets.
As typically specified, plate glass requires a hammer, breaker-bar, shoe or other available means
to break the glass. Unfortunately, during an emergency, the break device may be missing, or
more alarming, if available, will shatter the glass into large, razor-sharp shards, increasing the
hazard.
Potter-Roemer has the solution! The tempered safety glass is harmlessly pelletized by simply
pulling the patented Break Rite™ handle. The small glass pellets drop safely to the ground. The
door can then be safely opened to allow easy access. Tempered safety glass as exclusively
provided by Potter-Roemer is in compliance with ANSI Z97.1-1984 unlimited and 16 CFR CPSC
1201, Category II Glazing.

SPECIFICATION
Fire extinguisher, hose, valve, or combination cabinet shall be Model No. ______________ as
manufactured by Potter-Roemer, Cerritos, CA, 800-366-FIRE. Install the cabinets plumb and
level where indicated on the drawings, at height acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction.
Extinguisher cabinets shall have a Potter-Roemer Model No. _________ fire extinguisher.

TO SPECIFY:
Refer to cabinet page 8.
The following cabinet door styles include the Break Rite™ handle, clear tempered safety glass,
clips and instructions:

–B Full Break Glass
–DVL Duo-Vertical Panel with Lock
–E Center Break Glass

To order Break Rite™ Handle only, specify BRØ1
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Break Rite™ Fire Extinguisher Cabinets from Potter-Roemer.
Because a fire is enough to deal with, and life-safety

products should be safe!
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